a new promotion platform

….Looking for ways to ….
…. Improve your brand . your sales . your website traffic . your permission marketing . your campaigns . your customer loyalty . your surveys . your mailings . your social ..

Taking the lint roller into your

pocket

Your sample

Do you like contemporary Scandinavian design ?
Inspired. Sophisticated. Functional. Simple.
Take a look and try this sample
Handier than a roller easier to carry always at hand !
Re-mount liner for multiple use.
As we say : Slip on. Clean up. And go.

scan to see
how it works

Create your

own style

Gloves can be made in any fashion or style both front and liner side
including company logo, color, QR code, website links etc
Just let your own creative and imagination work for you

QR what’s the fuzz ?
Finally a good place to put your QR code to get people to
download you brand new app, visit your mobi-website, take part
in your new exiting contest or fill in user surveys, like you on
Facebook, see your new Youtube video
We will make all for you !
Landing page, video and questionnaires and same time provide
you with the most comprehensive tracking details
Use Clean:QR content systems to build your own directional
campaigns and content in just a few minutes . Make fx one for
men and one for women. Everybody can do it.

QR: No longer a gimmick?
By: Jacob M. Larsen 16.02.2012 14:12 | Media
The number of scanned QR codes continues to grow dramatically; at present, most of the
scanning is carried out on food packaging. This is just one indication of the size and span
of the growing QR code market, mobile experts estimate. During the fourth quarter of
last year alone, the total number of mobile advertising or QR codes scanned exceeded
that of 2009 and 2010 combined.

Marketing 3.0
Yes, we call it 3.0. The gloves allow you to take advantage of a new and unseen marketing channel
With the Clean:QR mobile CMS system more campaigns can be run simultaneously and the results directly monitored on daily basis
Convert hand -outs up to 25 %

scan

landing page

conversion

Starter campaign – 10,000 Lint gloves
Free delivery of 10,000 pcs Clean:U gloves (1 colour logo print – standard fabric)
Standard QR Campaign (video / questionaires
30 second HD video production

0.39 .- euro/piece
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